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Find and choose typefaces with
convenient, categorized font samples.

Font I.D.
TM

DTP     Typography Tool

DISPLAY

This category contains�
an assortment of font 
styles that are used 
mostly at large sizes, 
headlines and titles. 

SAN SERIF

The biggest single group, 
San Serifs can be hard to 

match. Look at lower-
case a and e first, to 

zero-in on the right font.

SCRIPT

These fonts simulate 
handwriting. They are 
easiest to discern by 
looking at the letters’ 
connecting strokes.

TIPS TO FINDING AND MATCHING FACES
Match stems, serifs and letter shapes to find fonts.�
This tool provides samples of family’s weight range, but a 
type reference may be useful for extra detail about a 
particular weight. A magnifier may be necessary for 
examining detail in small sizes. When matching logotype, 
remember that letters may have been digitally altered.

SERIFS

There are several Serif type classifications. Font I.D. 
uses the most popular to divide the hundreds of serif 

families into manageable groups. There is a lot of 
crossover though, so to find your font, rely on your 
eye for detail, your patience, and your magnifier.

DIDONE

Also called “modern” 
fonts. Look for 

contrasting thick and thin 
legs/strokes and flat or 

fairly flat serifs.

GERALDE

The popular Geralde 
fonts are most easily 

found through the 
horizontal bar on the 

lower case ‘e.’

GLYPHIC

These fonts simulate 
carved letters. They are 
usually all-caps and can 

be found by the “chiseled-
look” serifs.

SLAB

Rather than delicate, 
curved serifs, these fonts 
have strong, rectangular 

serifs and come in a 
variety of styles.

TRANSITIONAL

Medium serifs and 
contrast between thick & 
thin stems. These fonts 
transition between (old) 

Garalde and (new) Didone.

VENETIAN

These have an old 
“Roman” look with�

the give-away slanted�
bar on the�

lowercase ‘e.’ 

ASSORTED

These fonts blend 
characteristics of 

different types of serif 
fonts and include other 

‘hybrid’ types.

FOUNDRY KEY
	 Adobe Fonts
	 Bitstream Fonts
	 Microsoft TT

COMMON SYMBOL PI

Galaxy GaugeTM
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A NOTE ABOUT COMPATIBLE FONTS
Many fonts are offered in compatible versions by different foundries, even 
though the names may be different. When matching fonts, remember 
that compatible fonts may have slightly different details.
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